19/07/2005
The Honourable Philip Ruddock
Federal Attorney General

Mr. John Bright acting for Ada Bright
fraud recovery group
P.O. Box 4120,
Caloundra, Qld. 4551
cc: To Police Crime Reports recipients

Ref: Courier Mail Public Notice (each Saturday)
Ref: www.all-fraud.net
Dear Sir.
Why the law of abandonment? Be true to yourself, self regulation is best. How many times have you
been tricked, cheated or deceived? How many times have Police said, due to their training “That's life
just move on?” We helped create Healthequip, Fit for Life. Living Health (Canberra) Australian Fitness
Supplies, we believe, we helped save 100,000 lives by doing so much more, as sponsors and volunteers,
by counselling, to relieve pain and to help win gold, with the spirit of a winner never to give up. Why
complete the set of the law of abandonment, accession and association? Due to the courts biggest
fraud to rule on “It's not relevant.” As evidence and proof, the natural justice of Queensland Supreme
Court Judge's Mackenzie, White and Muir ruling “Mediate”, “Disclose”, “No clarity” finally
acknowledged by Supreme Court Judge Byrne with a warning of a five year prison term. Due to the
confessions of guilt from the Commonwealth Bank, (scapegoat) Risk Management Grahame Ledwidge,
the 'bagman' Robert James Wilson and the ex-DPP Barrister/prisoner-forger-fraudster Davida Ellen
Williams. Please study the abandonment of our 276 Police Crime Reports as seen on www.all-fraud.net
Special note: - using a $10,000 insurance scam exposed by accountant Tim Allen's $10,000 payment
for damages confession to explain the money trail and Church 1% Risk Management program. Focus
on SAA rule 27.2 self regulation. We have done all the hard work, all that's needed as the Brisbane City
Council Internal Investigation Department directed “To set out this case so the Queensland Police
Force get the credit for a job well done.” In brief the Queensland Attorney General Rod Welford was
tricked by a friend and workmate, the prisoner Davida Ellen Williams who has confessed to the scam of
bank fraud only. Hence hiding the millions of dollars of fraud and the mechanism used to cheat mums and
dads investment funds and first home buyers and developers with vexatious acts and frudulent
bankruptcy.
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